Durham Community Concert Band
Minutes of Board of Directors
February 3, 2011
Board members present: Brenda Arriens, Wendy Baker, Jonathan Bitner, Angela
Bloemeke, David Brass, Frank Cordle, Bill Cushing, Erick Dinkleman, Elzie Laube, Kathy
Silbiger, Ed West, Stephanie Wilson
Corrections to minutes of 1/5/2011:
Contribution from E.A. Morris Foundation to support concerto competition
Proper spelling of “Talecris” corporation
Treasurer's report accepted as distributed.
Concerto contest update:
Winters identified
First prize to 14 year old flautist from Guy B. Phillips Middle School
Second prize to French Horn player from Panther Creek High School
Band will spend $55.00 for band parts for Strauss Horn Concerto
Concert will be publicized through high schools, DSA
Notes from the Librarian (Brenda Arriens)
Librarians from local community bands are discussing mechanisms for collating lists of
music available in the separate libraries for borrowing and establishing rules for operation of
lending services.
Request that folks who copy music for personal use, then turn the copies in to the
librarian, should tape the several pages together since individual pages tend to get separated
during the sorting and filing process.
Noted that purchase of additional folders may be necessary to accommodate the
increase in size of the band.
Sectional or small groups scheduling practice sessions: Erik is responsible for maintaining
schedules (see posted lists on door of music storage closet behind director's podium) as well
as on-line. Scheduling will be done on and first-come basis.
New music stands have arrived, been labeled, and are in use.
Chimes were repaired in house.
Director's chair has been delivered and is in use.
Announcement:
No rehearsal February 24. Band members expected to attend joint concert of Duke
and UNC wind symphonies. Baldwin Auditorium = 7:00PM
Issue to consider: Ensemble concert featuring various small groups formed within the band,
sometime before Father's Day concert.
Minutes prepared by Elzie Laube, Secretary.

